PULIZIA™ with its trademark brand named RENSLIGHET takes the opportunity to introduce ourselves as one of the fastest growing hygiene & Cleaning Solutions provider through it's innovative & trendsetting Industrial and Household Cleaning & Hygiene Solutions.

We are based out of Mumbai and our manufacturing facility is in Vapi, Gujarat.

We aspire to develop and deliver “Customized Quality Solutions” and “Excellent After Sales Service” at “Reasonable Cost” to esteemed customers. The business approach of Pulizia TM is steered by our strong adherence to the most stringent quality control measures and guided by ethical and professional practices.

We are backed up with enormous zeal & enthusiasm to provide cost effective & customized Hygiene & Cleaning Solutions. From humble beginnings the company is highly determined and motivated to become a leading player in its domain.

The major focus of the company is to develop and deliver “Quality Products” and “Excellent Service” to our customers through dedicated Channel Partners and Sales Team. The primary aim of Pulizia™ is to strive to be a leading service provider in the country by ensuring that our products and service delivery are excellent every time.

RENSLIGHET Hand Wash is a viscous liquid, smooth on hands & easy to rinse off. Its unique moisturizing formula suits all types of skin.

**Feature:**
- Renslighet's nourishing formula help keep hands soft and smooth.

**Application:**
Hand wash for Medical, industrial & Domestic Use.

**Instruction for Uses:**
1. Wet hands with water
2. Apply enough soap to cover all hand surfaces.
3. Rub hands palm to palm.
4. Right palm over left dorsum with interlaced fingers and vice versa.
5. Palm to palm with fingers interfaced.
7. Rotational rubbing of left thumb clasped in right palm and vice versa.
8. Rotational rubbing, backwards and forwards with clasped fingers of right hand in left palm and vice versa.
9. Rinse hands with water.
10. Dry thoroughly with a single use towel.
11. Use towel to turn off faucet.

...and your hands are safe.

**Available in:**
- ORANGE
- PEARLY WHITE
- ROSE
- LEMON
- FOAM
RENSLIGHET Hand Sanitizer is a Skin friendly viscous liquid effective against bacteria to protect your hands in a regular routine use.

**Direction for Use:**

**Hygienic Hand Sanitization** - Use 2-3ml of Renslighet hand sanitizer on clean and dry palm. Rub briskly to dry.

1. Take a coin sized drop on your palm
2. Spread Sanitizer and Rub palms together
3. Rub tips of each hand with palm of other hand.
4. Rub hands together until they are dry.

**Benefits**

- Bactericidal
- Sporicidal
- Fungicidal
- Virucidal

**Available in:**

- With Fragrance
- Without Fragrance
FACILITY CARE PRODUCTS

BATHROOM CLEANER CUM SANITIZER-H1

**RENSLIGHTH** Bathroom cleaner cum Sanitizer is a pink colour liquid with long lasting fresh feel fragrance, suitable for all types of floor.

**Applications**
Wet mopping & regular disinfection & sanitization of bath room of hospital, Industries & Residential Premises.

**Instruction for Uses**
- Wipe tiled wall with clean cloth pre-soaked in solution of bathroom Sanitizer.
- Do not wipe dry or do not rinse.
- Use spray of solution for difficult area to reach.

**Benefits**
- Safe for both user and environment.
- Removes dirt and grime from floor without heavy scrubbing.
- Effective in keeping floor, wall sparkling with pleasant fragrance.

FLOOR CLEANER - H2

**RENSLIGHTH** Floor cleaner is a green colour liquid with long lasting fresh feel fragrance, suitable for all types of floor.

**Application**
Wet mopping to deep cleansing, Regular disinfection and sanitization of floor of Hospitals, industries and Residential Premises.

**Benefits**
- Cost Effective.
- Residue free.
- Suitable for wet mopping.
- Environment friendly.
- Suitable for all types of surfaces.
**GLASS CLEANER-H3**

**RENSLIGHET** Glass Cleaner is a blend of active ingredients to keep clean your mirror, window glass, show case (Glass display cases) etc. with sparkling shine.

**Application**
Spray **RENSLIGHET** Glass cleaner undiluted on dry soft cloth and apply on surface to be cleaned. Wipe well with clean lint free cloth. Change the cloth regularly for better result.

**Features**
- Steak - Free shine.
- Versatile for cleaning glass and hard – surfaces.
- Saves time and Money because it can be used on a variety of surfaces.
- Commercial & Domestic user.

**Benefits**
- Cost effective | Sparkling Shine | Eco Friendly

---

**FURNITURE POLISH MAINTAINER-H4**

**RENSLIGHET** Furniture Polish Maintainer is a blend of active & Instant drying ingredients with silicone to protect the polish of furniture for long time. Regular use of this product will boost the shine & enhance the life of furniture.

**Applicable Area**
Wood furniture, Wood Paneling & Kitchen Cabinets.

**Instruction for Uses**
Spray **RENSLIGHET** furniture polish maintainer on well cleaned soft cloth and apply on furniture surface. Buff well with dry lint free cloth to shine. Change the cloth regularly for better results.

**Benefits**
- Easy to Use
- Helps Restore Wood Surfaces
- Hides Scratches & Nicks
- Smooth & Shine Effect
**AIR FRESHENER-H5**

**RENSLIGHET** Air freshener is designed to mask or remove unpleasant room odour. It is an Environment friendly blend of fragrance to keep the surroundings fresh for longer period. Non hazardous, non flammable, Non alcoholic nature is its uniqueness.

**Application**
It can be used in office, wash room, corridors etc.

**Instruction for Uses**
Spray **RENSLIGHET** air freshener on curtains of the windows for better stability. Spray 4-5 mist stroke for 100 sq. ft. area for fresh and pleasant feeling.

**Feature**
Remove unpleasant odour and long stay.
Rich Fragrance soothes your mood.
Gives you Nature's Freshness.

**TOILET BOWL CLEANER-H6**

**RENSLIGHET** Toilet Bowl Cleaner is a unique combination of surface friendly ingredient to protect the toilet bowl from getting rid off yellow stains, controls foul odour & Prevents infection.

**Application**
Ready to use

**Instruction for Uses**
Use **RENSLIGHET** Toilet bowl cleaner on wet toilet bowl and brush well all round the bowl. Flush with plenty of water. If Yellow stains are present on the bowl surface, keep the liquid for 5 minutes and then brush and flush.

**Benefits**
- Stain Relief
- Germ Control
- Eco Friendly
- Easy Spreading
- Eliminates Bad Odour
- Sparkling Clean & Shine
- Effortless Cleaning

**Features**
It spreads easily by covering the entire toilet bowl. Clean your toilet and removes tough stains. Kills 99.99% germs.
HARD SURFACE CLEANER-H7

RENSLIGHET Hard Surface Cleaner is Suitable for light too heavily soiled surfaces. It is a multipurpose cleaner for domestic and industrial use.

Applicable Area
Floors like - Glass, Marble & tiles etc.

Application
• Wet mopping to deep cleansing for Hospitals,
• Industries and domestic purposes.

Dilution
• Use 30 to 40 ml for normal soiling 1 ltr water as well as 40 to 60 ml in 1ltr.

Areas
Floors like - Glass, Marble & tiles etc.

STAIN REMOVER-H9

RENSLIGHET Stain Remover is a hard stain remover suitable for Industrial uses only. It is helpful in removing stain, rust and scales from floor, tiles, ceramics, steel and glass surfaces.

Application
Apply RENSLIGHET stain remover undiluted liquid on surface and leave for 2 to 3 minutes. Brush properly and wipe with cloth wash the surface with clean water and dry the surface removes Oil, Ghee, Dirt Dust Stains etc.

Benefits
• Cost effective
• Suitable for wet mopping
• Environment friendly
• Suitable for all types of surfaces.
**STAINLESS STEEL POLISH**

RENSLIGHET Stainless Steel Polish is a blend of active ingredients to protect the shine of steel for long time. Regular use of this product will enhance the shine of Steel for long time.

**Applications Area**
- Steel Railings
- Steel Furniture
- Steel Utensils

**Instruction for Uses**
Use Spray undiluted product on well cleaned soft cloth and apply on steel surface. Buff well with dry lint free cloth to shine. Change the cloth regularly for better result.

**Benefits:**
- Cost Effective
- Sparkling Shine
- Mild and Soft
- Eco Friendly

**DISINFECTANT FLOOR CLEANER**

RENSLIGHET Disinfectant floor cleaner is a pink colour liquid with long lasting fresh feel fragrance, suitable for all types of floor.

**Application**
Wet mopping to deep cleansing, Regular disinfection and sanitization of floor of Hospitals, industries and Residential Premises.

**Benefits**
- Cost Effective
- Residue free
- Suitable for wet mopping
- Environment friendly
- Suitable for all types of surfaces

**FLOOR CLEANER (ECO)**

RENSLIGHET Floor Cleaner (Eco) is a cleaner with long lasting fresh feel fragrance, suitable for all types of floor.

**Applications**
Wet mopping to deep clansing regular disinfection and sanitization of floor of Hospitals, industries and residential premises.

**Benefits**
- Cost Effective
- Residue free
- Suitable for we mopping
- Environment friendly
- Suitable for all types of surface.
KITCHEN CARE PRODUCTS

KITCHEN CLEANER MULTIPURPOSE

RENSLIGHET Kitchen Cleaner Multipurpose helps in daily Cleaning of Kitchen appliances like stove and other miscellaneous appliances, gives effortless cleaning.

Applications
Just spray on the surface and mop it well to remove oil, ghee, dirt dust etc. wash with water if required.

Benefits
- Cost effective
- Residue Free
- Suitable for wet mopping
- Environment friendly

DISH WASH ECO

RENSLIGHET Dish wash (Eco) is a Concentrated Multipurpose Liquid, Tough on Stains and mild on hand.

Applications
Pre Soaking - Use 1-2% of Renslighet dish wash and soak the utensil / dishes for 30 min.

For Less Soiled Dishes
Scrub well with non abrasives scotch and rinse well.

For heavily Soiled Dishes
Pour 2 to 3 drops of undiluted liquid and scrub with non abrasives scotch and rinse well.

Benefits
- Tough on stains, soft on utensil
- Safe on Hands
- Effortless cleaning
- Highly effective for less to heavily soiled dishes

DISH WASH PRIME

RENSLIGHET Dish wash prime is a Concentrated Multipurpose Liquid, Tough on Stains and mild on hand.

Applications
Pre Soaking - Use 1-2% of Renslighet dish wash and soak the utensil / dishes for 30 min.

For Less Soiled Dishes
Scrub well with non abrasives scotch and rinse well.

For heavily Soiled Dishes
Pour 2 to 3 drops of undiluted liquid and scrub with non abrasives scotch and rinse well.

Benefits
- Tough on stains, soft on utensil
- Safe on Hands
- Effortless cleaning
- Highly effective for less to heavily soiled dishes
INDUSTRIAL CLEANER

RENSLIGHET Industrial Cleaner is a Alkaline Multipurpose cleaning solution and skin friendly active ingredients.

**Applications**
Industrial & Domestic Cleaning four Heavily soiled surface.

**Instruction for Uses**
Highly Soiled Floor, 1.0 to 5.0% in water (200ppm).

**Industrial Washing**
Machineries Surfaces 5 to 10% solution.

**Note**
Washing Depends upon soiling of the surfaces.

**Benefits**
- Cost effective
- Mild and soft
- Easy to rinse with less quantity of water
- Sweet & freshening fragrance
- Sparkling, Oil Grease free Surface

GLASS CLEANER PRIME

RENSLIGHET GC Prime (Hard Water Stain Remover)
It is one of the innovative solution developed specially for removing and cleaning Hard Water Stains On Glass or any hard surface.

**APPLICATION**
Apply undiluted Renslighet GC Prime unique formulation on the surface/Glass area which is spoiled by Hard Water Stains. Leave it for 5-15 minutes depend upon the severity of Stains. Rub with cloth and Clean with plain water and let the surface dry at its own. For stiff Stains, GC Prime can be used with luke warm Water for better results. Results shall be effective without hassles and pain. If needed pl repeat the process for 3-4 times.

**INSTRUCTION FOR USES**
Wearing gloves is compulsory for safety of hands

**BENEFITS**
- Cost Effective
- Residue Free
- Suitable for all Hard Water Stains
- Environment Friendly
- Suitable for all types of surfaces

ROCK CLEAN

**APPLICATION**
Apply Renslighet® Rock Clean on the undiluted liquid on surface I area to be cleaned and leave for 5 to 10 minutes. Brush properly and wipe with rough cloth. Wash the surface with clean water and let the surface I area dry at it’s own.

**INSTRUCTION FOR USES**
Wear gloves for safety of Hands

**BENEFITS**
- Cost effective
- Residue free
- Suitable for wet mopping
- Environment friendly.
- Suitable for all types of surfaces.
- Rock Clean is a highly acidic product.
- Do not use on marble and granite floors.

DISINFECTANT HAND WASH

RENSLIGHET Antibacterial hand wash is a viscous liquid requires less water to rinse the hands and gives a swift feel.

**Applications**
Hand wash for medical, Industrial and Personal use a minimum contact time of 30-35 seconds is quite effective and safe on hands. Active against bacterias like s. aeruginosa, E. Coli, s. aureus and E hirae.

**Instruction for Uses**
Use 2 to 3 ml of Renslighet antibacterial Hand Wash on Wet Palm. Work to lather and rinse well.

**Benefits**
- Cost Effective | Low foam and Mild

With Fragrance
Without Fragrance
Pulizia™
ISO 9001-2015
INDUSTRIES PVT. LTD.

Corporate Address:
56, 1st Floor, Heera Panna Mall,
Oshiwara, New Link Road,
Andheri West, Mumbai - 400053 (India)

Manufacturing Unit
Pulizia Industries Pvt. Ltd.
125 - Daman Ganga Industrial Park 2,
Vapi, Gujarat - 396191

Contact: - 022-49724933
www.pulizia.in

Our Channel Partner